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Preface
Many of our students who study the social dimensions of sport and physical activity inevitably bring their own perceptions of what these popular practices are all about. Yet, in
many instances, after completing one or two sociocultural and historical courses, their
perceptions change quite remarkably. For example, students learn that the opportunities
to participate in sport aren’t equitable; that the control of sport is in the hands of a minority, many of whom are white males of affluence; that racism in sport still exists today even
though it may not be readily apparent when watching a contest on television or reading
about it online; that powerful economic and political forces shape what sport is today and
what it might look like in the future; and that the mass media act as a filter of what we see
and how we see it.
Although Social Dimensions of Canadian Sport and Physical Activity has a deliberately distinctly Canadian focus, we live in a world that has never been more interconnected. Indeed,
what happens in the world of sport outside our borders influences sport inside our borders.
Canadians have, historically, embraced a wide range of local sport and athletic heroes, in
addition to consuming copious amounts of sports content from our American neighbours via
the mass media. Today, more and more Canadians follow not only the major leagues of North
American sport, but teams and leagues from around the world, including the most popular
European soccer leagues. For generations, meanwhile, immigrants have been bringing their
sports and their ways of doing physical activity to Canada. As such, we are not simply a carbon copy of another country or an amalgamation of countries. We are uniquely Canadian
and, over time, we have shaped our own cultural ideologies and our own ways of interpreting
and playing sport, sometimes in competing and contradictory ways.

The Content of the Text
Social Dimensions of Canadian Sport and Physical Activity contains 15 chapters. Because the
chapter sequence has been purposely coordinated, we recommend that the chapters be
read consecutively. However, since their content is so distinctive, it is possible to read
the chapters in an altered order. Each chapter concludes with relevant Critical Thinking
Questions, Suggested Readings, and References.
In the first chapter, Drs. Jane Crossman and Jay Scherer provide an introductory
foundation for understanding the social dimensions of sport and physical activity from a
Canadian perspective. They describe how pervasive sport is in Canadian society and outline terms that will be used throughout the text, such as sociological imagination, agency,
social structures, power, ideology, and hegemony.
In the second chapter, Dr. Ian Ritchie presents a rich overview of sociological theories that set the foundation for understanding the social world, and more specifically for
our purposes the world of sport. Since it is impossible to present a complete inventory of
the myriad sociological theories, he focuses on four major ones: Durkheim’s functionalism,
Marx’s conflict theory, Mead’s symbolic interactionism, and critical social theories (cultural,
feminist, and critical race studies).

ix

In Chapter 3, Dr. Don Morrow condenses Canadian sport history from the 15th
century to the present day. He highlights the people who have influenced our sport history (First Nations, French, British), as well as the existing social conditions, power relations, and developments that have had such a profound effect on shaping the development
of sport in Canada. Highlighted are industrial and technological changes, the evolution of
sporting equipment, transitions to commercial mass sport, and the impact of the entrepreneurial spirit.
Dr. Rob Beamish, author of Chapter 4, addresses the inequalities of condition and
opportunity that exist in sport today. Theories of social inequality are outlined as well as
current patterns of class and sport. He points out that in Canada we endorse an unequal,
performance-based rewards system. Success is linked, for example, to proximity to facilities, gender, social class, and physical ability.
In Chapter 5, Drs. Victoria Paraschak and Susan Tirone explore issues of racial and
ethnic discrimination in Canadian sport. They point out that sport provides opportunities
to feel pride in one’s own cultural heritage. Unfortunately, the system is structured so that
some individuals—that is, those of white European heritage—feel more pride than others.
Poverty and access are key components that prevent ethnic minority people from fully
participating in sport in Canada. The need to create equal opportunities in sport for all
Canadian people (e.g., through race-structured sport systems) is a fundamental message in
this chapter.
In Chapter 6, Dr. Mary Louise Adams helps us understand the current issues relevant
to gender, sexuality, and sport and poses the question: Is sport really a male thing? Adams
does not shy away from controversial topics such as separate events for men and women,
sex testing in sport, and sport typing (certain sports are “male only”). Issues for athletes
who are transgender, transsexual, gay, or lesbian are also discussed.
In Chapter 7, Drs. Ralph Wheeler, Jay Scherer, and Jane Crossman outline the current sport system in Canada for children and youth, including school, community, and
private agencies. Critical issues and concerns related to organized sport for children and
youth are described and include reasons for the high rate of dropout, ethical issues, sport
specialization, risk of injury, parental interference, and coaches’ influence. Solutions to
remedy the problems posed are offered.
Chapter 8 by Dr. Jason Laurendeau focuses on sport deviance. He describes how deviance is conceptualized and differentiates deviance on and off the field of play. He covers
timely topics such as drug use in sport and risk sports and points out that deviance arises
out of an overly enthusiastic adoption of a set of expectations that characterizes particular
activities.
Dr. Stacy Lorenz, author of Chapter 9, addresses the fact that sport is replete with
violence. Theories of violence are explained along with a historical overview of how violence in sport has grown in our society. Who encourages sport violence is a question he
broaches to help the reader better understand contemporary trends in sport violence committed by both players and fans. He also discusses gender and gender relations as they
relate to violence.
In Chapter 10, Drs. Tim Fletcher and Duane Bratt consider the relationship between
sport and educational institutions in Canada. They describe the nature and purposes of
physical education in the public school system and how the curriculum has evolved. The
challenges and issues inherent in Canadian interuniversity sport are outlined and include
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gender equity, athletic scholarships, doping, hazing, challenging the NCAA, alumni
funding, and academic achievement.
In Chapter 11, Dr. Jay Scherer explains the influence, extent, and power the media have
in shaping what we know and how we think. He outlines the historical development of the
televised sports-media complex in Canada and points out that sports media are replete with
symbols of nationalism and militarism and other gender and racial ideologies. Sport journalism
and new media technologies that will change how we view and interpret sport are also included.
Dr. Jean Harvey, in Chapter 12, focuses on the marriage between politics and sport.
He provides a historical overview and reasons for the Canadian government’s intervention in sport. The author outlines current federal sport policies that include programs such
as the Athlete Assistance Program, Hosting Program, and the Children’s Fitness Tax
Credit. Also included is the controversial topic of funding for high-performance sport
versus mass participation sport.
Chapter 13, written by Dr. Brad Humphreys and Professor Moshe Lander, delves into
the ever-changing and multifaceted business of sport. They cover the structure and functioning of professional leagues such as the NHL, CFL, MLB, NBA, NFL, and MLS. Under
the auspice of these cartels, they address a host of issues such as the costs and revenues to
the owners, reserve clauses, free agency, collective bargaining agreements, work stoppages, payroll caps, ticket pricing, revenue sharing, and facility subsides. A discussion
about the costs to bid on and subsequently host the Olympic Games concludes this
chapter. Students with an interest in the economic side of professional sport will find this
chapter a fascinating read.
In the penultimate chapter, Dr. David Whitson lends a keen eye to how globalization affects sport along cultural, political, and economic lines. He discusses both the
upside and downside to globalization, homing in on the power of transnational corporations and the global sports labour market. He points out that, thanks to electronic media,
professional sport is now marketed and consumed around the globe in fascinating and
contradictory ways.
Dr. Brian Wilson frames the final chapter on the future of sport on four overarching
categories that have been associated with major social changes: governance, globalization,
technology, and the environment. He makes 11 predictions based on the social trends
from the above four categories and describes ways to use research and theory to inform
intervention.
On behalf of all the contributors, we hope you enjoy reading this book—and furthermore that it provides you with a sound basis for understanding the social dimensions of
sport and physical activity from a uniquely Canadian perspective.
Jane Crossman and Jay Scherer

Supplements
Test Item File (978-0-13-344160-4) The Test Item File includes chapter-relevant
questions to help instructors create quizzes, exams, homework, and practice handouts.
There are approximately 400 questions in multiple-choice format that address factual,
applied, and conceptual material from the textbook. It is available from the Pearson online
catalogue to instructors who adopt the textbook at http://catalogue.pearsoned.ca.
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Sport and physical activity is a major thing in the lives of many people in Australia. The people in Australia intend to spend more of their
time on.Â Involvement in sports or physical activity mainly depends on two factors. The two factors are personal factors and socio
cultural factors. Personal factors are those that factors that are unique to a particular person and directly affect that personâ€™s regular
capacity to be involved in sport and physical activity. The socio cultural factors that may influence participation in sport and physical
activity are shown below: I have started my schooling in Kuwait and finished my primary schooling in Adelaide, Australia. So I had many
different types of influences and encouragement from my friends an

